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Deep within the peaceful land of Kerala lies a small village called Chottanikkara that is infested with horrifying demons-towering brahmarakshasas, former priests who have become demons after committing abominable sins; kollivaipei, devils that have torches of fire in
place of mouths; mohini pisaacha, who seduce men by taking the form of beautiful women, and suck the breath out of their victims; vethaalam who cling to the backs of those they prey on, making them hunch over in agony; jalpisaacha, who lurk in old, disused wells waiting
for unsuspecting humans to dive into the water so they may possess them; pretha, who are covered in hyena-like fur, and specialize in feasting on the bodies of half-burnt corpses in cremation grounds, and many others more. All these demons crave the sweet blood of humans
and their herds of cattle, goats and chickens. The only defence the terrified villagers have against these monsters is Devi, a demon hunter skilled in all the arts of war and exorcism. Every time the demons creep out of their accursed haunts, she and her faithful
companion, an enormous lion called Ugra, hunt them and slay them ruthlessly. Until now. For a creature out of her worst nightmares is spreading terror throughout Chottanikkara, a monster so evil and powerful that it is immune to every weapon and magic art that Devi
possesses. For the first time in her life, as she prepares for her final showdown with the demon, Devi is wracked with fear, and indecision, for this one battle she knows she might lose... Part supernatural thriller, and part horror story, The Demon Hunter of Chottanikkara
announces the arrival of a ferociously gifted storyteller
There’s a fine line between friends and enemies. Honor and conviction clash with loyalty and love in this sweeping Civil War tale that pits brother against brother. Shades of Gray Civil War Serial Trilogy consists of three books: Duty Bound, Honor Bound, and Glory Bound.
Note: This book was previously published as Shades of Gray, and later released as Noble Cause with a happily-ever-after ending. It has been revised, expanded and enhanced for this edition. Colonel Alexander Hunter would rather die than see the Union set foot on his beloved
Virginia soil. And while he holds the line against Northern aggression with legendary skill, a treacherous boy on horseback always thwarts his offensives. His allegiance is tested when the traitor he unmasks is the woman he once swore to his brother he would protect.
Andrea Monroe would do anything to make her country whole again. A Southern-born Union spy, she’s dedicated to undermining the arrogant Confederate officer. When she’s taken captive and badly injured, Andrea is shocked to wake up in the legendary home of her nemesis,
rather than prison. As prisoner and captor spend time together, their mutual loyalty grows into unexpected devotion. But as fresh conflicts arise, they again, cross swords. Can two adversaries reach beyond the battle lines to unite in the midst war? The Shades of Gray
Civil War Serial Trilogy is a powerful exploration into a defining era of American history. If you like emotional journeys, rich Southern backdrops, and epic stories of devotion, then you’ll adore Jessica James’s captivating Civil War adventure. Buy Duty Bound and feel the
raw emotion and passion today! Shades of Gray, first published in 2008, was later published as Noble Cause, with a new happily-ever-after ending. What they said about Shades of Gray: “It is a book I think could have the impact of a ‘Gone With the Wind.” – J. Noyalas,
Assistant Professor of History “The best Civil War fiction book since Cold Mountain.” – J. Bibb, SCV, Trimble Camp 1836 “Andrea and Alex will surely take the place in my heart of Rhett and Scarlett as the perfect Civil War fictional love story!” – A. Deyarmin "I am
reluctant to admit I enjoyed it (Shades of Gray) more than Gone With the Wind! This book takes you through so many emotions!" – Amazon Reviewer "Not since reading Gone With the Wind have I enjoyed a book so much as Jessica James's Shades of Gray! I could not put Shades of
Gray down, from start to finish!" - S. Winch
Winner of the American Christian Fiction Writer's Genesis Contest-YA Category If the angel is real, does that mean demons also exist? Joy McLain is gunning for valedictorian. Her brother Daniel has his heart set on leading the JV soccer team to victory. They're on course
to rack up honors and trophies. Nothing can deter them. Except the most popular guy at school-Hunter Haddix. Everywhere they turn, the star quarterback's there lending them a hand. What's up with that? Joy's not his type-she's a nerd, not a cheerleader. And Daniel's a
lowly freshman with a below-average GPA. Hunter offers them each a deal. Not for the street Adderall Joy's abusing. Or completed homework for Daniel. Hunter guarantees he'll fulfill their dreams if they recruit followers for his boss. As a bonus, he offers them eternal
life . . . on earth. A divine messenger warns the siblings about Hunter's deals, and their eyes are opened to the reality of angels and demons. But Hunter is relentless, and now he's after their friends. Are the siblings willing to overcome their inner demons to fight for
their friends' souls?
The sword will bring his death. His death will bring him peace. After slaying almost two hundred demons, Trygger Odinson is struggling to track down the last five Fallen Ones. Just five more killings before he can die, and live with the gods. A goal he’ll be happy to
achieve. He’s well on his way to his goal, until Chloe comes along. Sent by the gods to help him, her fumbling ways do nothing but interfere with his mission. Her kindness digs at his hard exterior, attempting to soften him when he finally gets a lead on the Fallen One.
What did she have to hide? And, why was there a cult suddenly threatening them? If he wasn’t careful, he would die before his mission was done… and be sent straight to Helheim. Topics: Urban Fantasy, Paranormal, Norse Mythology, Vikings, Wizards, Witches, Shifters,
Vampires, Thor, Loki, Freya, Gods, goddesses, Fantasy, Adult Fantasy, tough woman, Viking folklore, folklore, myth, mythology, fantasy paranormal, fantasy books, free fantasy books, free, free urban fantasy, free norse mythology, myths & legends, magic, free magic book,
divine, supernatural, legacy, dark fantasy, dark, evil spirits, supernatural suspense.
Demon Hunter
A Demon Hunter Urban Fantasy Complete Box Set
Queen Victoria: Demon Hunter
John Sinclair: Demon Hunter Volume 4 (English Edition)
Helen
Vol. 1 Shades of Gray Civil War Serial Trilogy
Kiana Chan (Ki-Chan) is an American born orphan, living in Japan, who has a supernatural energy and a dark past. After watching her parents being murdered by demons, this yellow-capped kid suffers from PTSD, aggravating her budding powers. But after she comes across a rag-tag group of college
kids who also have super powers, Ki-Chan finds herself in the fight of her life. Alien Gods? Demons? Sprinkle on top first love, college entrance exams and a heavy speech impediment, and you have the recipe for chaos! Join Ki-Chan and her gang for an action packed adventure through Chichibu!
This is a special black and white edition and the first in a series by cartoonist and author Koriander Bullard.
The Christian life is a battle, but many believers today don’t realize their involvement in spiritual warfare. Our secular society, characterized by doubt and spiritual skepticism, leaves many Christians embarrassed even to talk about demonic forces of opposition. In order to awaken Christians
to the battle around them and prepare them for it, Robert Smart surveys the terrain, identifies the enemy, and conveys defensive and offensive maneuvers for combating Satan. Just as military science combines knowledge of the humanities, natural sciences, applied sciences, and engineering, so
this “military textbook” combines knowledge of the Bible, historical theology, contemporary culture, apologetics, practical theology, and biblical counseling. Here is a well-rounded overview of the unavoidable reality of spiritual warfare. Table of Contents: Introduction: The Call to Engage in
Spiritual Warfare 1. God Is a Warrior: Biblical Foundations for Spiritual Warfare 2. Historical Theology on Spiritual Warfare 3. The Age of Doubt and the Conditions for Unbelief 4. Satan's Strategies When Christians Are Vulnerable 5. Waging War in God's Strength, Armor, and Weapons 6. Waging
War on Identity 7. Curses and Power Encounters Conclusion: Saints Triumphant in the Gospel
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Demon hunting might be dangerous work, but it comes with travel benefits! John Sinclair and Suko travel to Greece in pursuit of a mysterious magician and the secrets of Atlantis! But even the Mediterranean depths are full of threats... Bound by a promise, the gang return to Britain to slay a
vampire coven, before taking flight for New York! But with the meter running on a cursed taxi, will Sinclair make it to Romania in time to prevent Dracula's descendants from rising again - or will a certain Impaler beat him to it?
Yamada Monogatori: Demon Hunter
War Chest
Cade Crowley, Demon Hunter (Cade Crowley, Demon Hunter Series #1)
War Demons
Hunter Wars Series (Books 1 - 3)
John Sinclair: Demon Hunter Volume 5 (English Edition)
THREE COMPLETE BOOKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE! Complete Civil War Trilogy Vols. 1-3 Called the "greatest love story ever told" when it was first released in 2008, Shades of Gray has been expanded and enhanced in this new Shades of Gray Civil War Serial Trilogy. Honor and conviction clash with loyalty and love in this poignant Civil War tale that pits brother
against brother. Shades of Gray Civil War Serial Trilogy consists of three books: Duty Bound, Honor Bound, and Glory Bound, as well as an Epilogue that can be requested from the author.
It’s scary to know the fate of the world lies in your hands—but even scarier to learn that it might be in your brother’s It’s the last night of summer and Oliver is hoping to have some fun with his two best friends. Once school starts, he’ll be one step closer to receiving his demon . . . and fulfilling the prophecy to open the Nexia Gate. Meanwhile, a series of gruesome animal
attacks on humans has threatened to expose the vampire world. The evidence points to Oliver’s brother, Bane, who has recently acquired Occupying power—the ability to inhabit animals. Yet Oliver, Emalie, and Dean suspect something else is going on—a sinister plot that involves Oliver’s destiny, and possibly the mystery surrounding his human parents. Bane may hold the
key to Oliver uncovering his past and changing his future—if the Half-Light Consortium doesn’t get to him first.
Demons are dangerous things. They inflame your insecurities, turn your weaknesses against you, and whisper their thoughts into your ears in the darkness. The Vatican wants them locked up, or banished back to Hell. Short on priests and long on money, they’ve had to resort to paying bounties to keep things under control. That means looking outside of the faithful, to
mercenaries like Cade Crowley. That’s not his real name, but then, it never is. A drunk, and a gambler, and a womanizer, Cade’s steeped in sin himself, but he has one advantage: the sight. He can see demons, and he can see spirits, and that means he can fight them, so long as he can keep his own demons under control. But the Vatican doesn’t have the war between good
and evil to itself, not anymore. Other religions want in, and they’re recruiting bounty hunters of their own. Some have faith, and some just have bills to pay, but all of them want Cade’s bounties for themselves. Cade Crowley, Demon Hunter #1 (Short Story): One of the Church’s faithful has summoned something up from Hell, to try to make a deal. But he forgot the first
rule of the dark arts: don’t call on something you don’t know how to control. He’s trapped in his own summoning circle, and the only one who can get him out is Cade. Cade Crowley, Demon Hunter is a short story, and is the first in the series.
In an ancient Japan where the incursions of gods, ghosts, and demons into the living world is an everyday event, an impoverished nobleman named Yamada no Goji makes his living as a demon hunter for hire. With the occasional assistance of the reprobate exorcist Kenji, whatever the difficulty—ogres, demons, fox-spirits—for a price Yamada will do what needs to be done,
even and especially if the solution to the problem isn’t as simple as the edge of a sword. Yet, no matter how many monsters he has to face, or how powerful and terrible they may be, the demons Yamada fears the most are his own.
Book #1: The Holy Warriors Awaken
Hiru Silverwolf: Werewolf Hunter
Hunter Wars Series (Books 4 - 6)
Legends of Marithia: War of Prophecies Complete Trilogy
World of Warcraft: Illidan
Demon Spring: Books 1-3

Chet has a problem. A few of them in fact. He’s been kicked out of his order of holy knights. He’s depressed, he’s let himself go, and he has something of an inferiority complex. Mostly because he wields holy socks to fight demons while his friends use flaming swords, shimmering spears, and holy hand grenades. Now Sigil, the order of holy knights that threw him out, wants him back because its members are dying and no one can
figure out why. Can Chet pick himself up off the couch long enough to do what other demon hunters can’t? Only time, and lots of pizza, will tell. Demon Hunter is a quirky noblebright urban sword and sorcery adventure fantasy of roughly 45,000 words.
Behind the legend stands a being hungry for justice and vengeance as the adventure, intrigue, and heroism of World of Warcraft, the global phenomenon, rise to a new level. You are not prepared. Illidan Stormrage is one of the most powerful beings ever to walk the lands of Azeroth. He is also one of the least understood. Behind his legend, beneath his enigmatic mission, lies a brilliant mind whose machinations are comprehended by
few—and trusted by even fewer. Illidan’s righteous reign of justice and vengeance has begun. Long ago, the night elf sorcerer Illidan infiltrated the demonic Burning Legion to ward off its invasion of Azeroth. Instead of hailing him as a hero, his own kind branded him the Betrayer, questioning his intentions after he appeared to aid the demon lords. For ten thousand years, he languished in prison—vilified, isolated, but never forgetting his
purpose. Now the Legion has returned, and there is only one champion who can truly stand against it. Released from his bonds, Illidan prepares for the final confrontation in the alien realm of Outland, gathering an army of grotesque fel orcs, serpentine naga, cunning blood elves, and twisted demon hunters to his side. He alone knows what deeply hidden motives guide his hand; he alone understands the price that must be paid to defeat the
enemies of creation. Yet as before, he is assailed by those who see his schemes as a cynical quest for power, including the night elf Maiev Shadowsong, his former jailor. Warden Shadowsong and her Watchers have pursued the Betrayer to Outland to exact retribution for his crimes, and she will not rest until Illidan is in her custody . . . or in his grave. Praise for Illidan “William King kicks off a great story with Illidan.”—BlizzPro “For
many people, new and old players alike, this book will be an eye-opening journey.”—All Things Azeroth “I enjoyed World of Warcraft: Illidan a great deal.”—BlizzPlanet “Damn fun . . . There’s virtually never a dull moment in Illidan.”—Cinelinx
In this finely written study of demonology and Christian spirituality in fourth- and fifth-century Egypt, David Brakke examines how the conception of the monk as a holy and virtuous being was shaped by the combative encounter with demons. Drawing on biographies of exceptional monks, collections of monastic sayings and stories, letters from ascetic teachers to their disciples, sermons, and community rules, Brakke crafts a compelling
picture of the embattled religious celibate.
Tibetan Buddhism teaches compassion toward all beings, a category that explicitly includes animals. Slaughtering animals is morally problematic at best and, at worst, completely incompatible with a religious lifestyle. Yet historically most Tibetans—both monastic and lay—have made meat a regular part of their diet. In this study of the place of vegetarianism within Tibetan religiosity, Geoffrey Barstow explores the tension between
Buddhist ethics and Tibetan cultural norms to offer a novel perspective on the spiritual and social dimensions of meat eating. Food of Sinful Demons shows the centrality of vegetarianism to the cultural history of Tibet through specific ways in which nonreligious norms and ideals shaped religious beliefs and practices. Barstow offers a detailed analysis of the debates over meat eating and vegetarianism, from the first references to such a
diet in the tenth century through the Chinese invasion in the 1950s. He discusses elements of Tibetan Buddhist thought—including monastic vows, the Buddhist call to compassion, and tantric antinomianism—that see meat eating as morally problematic. He then looks beyond religious attitudes to examine the cultural, economic, and environmental factors that oppose the Buddhist critique of meat, including Tibetan concepts of medicine and
health, food scarcity, the display of wealth, and idealized male gender roles. Barstow argues that the issue of meat eating was influenced by a complex interplay of factors, with religious perspectives largely supporting vegetarianism while practical concerns and secular ideals pulled in the other direction. He concludes by addressing the surge in vegetarianism in contemporary Tibet in light of evolving notions of Tibetan identity and
resistance against the central Chinese state. The first book to discuss this complex issue, Food of Sinful Demons is essential reading for scholars interested in Tibetan religion, history, and culture as well as global food history.
An Urban Fantasy Novel - Viking Soul Series Book 1
Ascension
Birthright, Scales of the Serpent, and The Veiled Prophet
Poizon
The Demon Hunter
The Demon Ark
A demon hunter about to meet her fate. A half-demon ready to make the ultimate sacrifice. And a final battle that'll determine the fate of the academy forever. Erin I've lost the love of my life. He's been captured by my father, the king of demons, and taken to the underworld, a place that is
out of my reach. There's only one way to get him back. I have to restore the Soul Bond--the magical connection that binds Rey and I together. The bond I willingly broke. Rescuing Rey won't be easy. On top of it all, I have to join my sisters to learn the one spell that can destroy King Brikan
for good. If I don't master the curse in time the academy, and all demon hunters, are doomed. Rey Being imprisoned in the underworld is no walk in the park. Torture and mind games are a daily thing down here. And I have a rotten feeling King Brikan has more planned for me than I'm willing to
admit. To make my escape, I'll have to play dirty. Getting back to Erin is my top priority, so I'll risk everything to do so. But even if I return to her, there's no guarantee we'll be together forever... or if we'll win this war. The last installment in Juliana Haygert's incredible academy
series, The Infernal Curse is a story of forbidden love, demon hunters, magic, and paranormal war. Readers will be on the edge of their seat as this amazing urban fantasy draws to a close. Blackthorn Hunters Academy (series complete!) Book 1: The Demon Kiss Book 2: The Hunter Secret Book 3:
The Soul Bond Book 4: The Shadow Trials Book 5: The Infernal Curse
'There were many staff at Kensington, fulfilling many roles; a man who was employed to catch rats, another whose job it was to sweep the chimneys. That there was someone expected to hunt Demons did not shock the new Queen; that it was to be her was something of a surprise.' London, 1838. Queen
Victoria is crowned; she receives the orb, the sceptre, and an arsenal of blood-stained weaponry. Because if Britain is about to become the greatest power of the age, there's the small matter of the demons to take care of first... But rather than dreaming of demon hunting, it is Prince Albert
who occupies her thoughts. Can she dedicate her life to saving her country when her heart belongs elsewhere? With lashings of glistening entrails, decapitations, and foul demons, this masterly new portrait will give a fresh understanding of a remarkable woman, a legendary monarch, and quite
possibly the best Demon Hunter the world has ever seen . . . A E Moorat weaves a seamlessly lurid tapestry of royal biography, gothic horror and fist-gnawing comedy as he lifts the veil on what really took place on the dark and cobbled streets of 19th-century England.
Kiana Chan (Ki-Chan) is an American born orphan, living in Japan, who has a supernatural energy and a dark past. After watching her parents being murdered by demons, this yellow-capped kid suffers from PTSD, aggravating her budding powers. But after she comes across a rag-tag group of college
kids who also have super powers, Ki-Chan finds herself in the fight of her life. Alien Gods? Demons? Sprinkle on top first love, college entrance exams and a heavy speech impediment, and you have the recipe for chaos! Join Ki-Chan and her gang for an action packed adventure through Chichibu!
This is the first in a series by cartoonist and author Koriander Bullard.
Life on Earth changed the day the Demons invaded. Seeking human blood to fuel magic in their world, the Demons turned Earth into a series of blood-drenched battlefields. And yet, the armies of earth never gave up. No matter the cost.Lieutenant Colonel Declan Kenner found himself in the middle
of it. Millions died, but somehow when Earth pushed back the Demon Hordes and a treaty was signed, he still lived. Accused by some of war crimes, he cashed in his military career and settled down to drink what was left of his life away. And maybe forget what he did.When Demons start showing
back up, Declan can't sit back and watch, once a Demon Hunter, always a Demon Hunter. Putting back on his coat, he agrees to work for a shady government agency to help push back the demons. Getting back into another fray brings up his personal demons. In the end, will he be able to help save
the world again, or just kill everyone when he takes himself out?Blood War: Rage combines the realms of Urban Fantasy, mythical races, military and political thrillers, and the aftermath of fighting in a war of hell and magic. Where your own worst enemy, might just be your ally.
Vol. 1-3
Spiritual Combat in Early Christianity
Shades of Gray Complete Civil War Trilogy
Malik
U.S. Militarism and Popular Culture
Diablo: The Sin War Box Set
For all the rabid fans who devoured Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, comes A.E. Moorat’s Queen Victoria: Demon Hunter! This outrageously entertaining and deeply irreverent tale of palace intrigue and bloody supernatural mayhem features the most unlikely monster-slayer ever to go toe-to-toe with the living dead. It’s George A. Romero meets the Bronte sisters—it’s Max Brooks’s World War Z in
Victorian garb! Watch out flesh-eating zombie scum, it’s Queen Victoria: Demon Hunter!
Travis Stone was a man who had reached the end of his rope. His personal demons had convinced him that God and love no longer existed---until one night, a chance encounter with a beautiful woman made him realize that his present enemy wasn't anyone from his dark past; instead, his worst enemy was himself. Through the love of God and a woman (who had her doubts about him), Travis started to see a
faint light at the end of his dark tunnel, which gave him a sensation of hope for a life without any demons dragging him down. The devil, however, decided to unleash hell against Travis, dashing any hope of a future and sending him plummeting back into a crushing darkness that enveloped his entire being, causing Travis to unleash a personal war---a war that threatened to consume him as well as the demoncontrolled people who took his entire life away. Through much destruction, death, and an otherworldly experience, Travis finds that no matter what, God and love can and will conquer all.
Good and evil have been locked in a bitter war since the dawn of time. There are times when the front lines are far from Earth and evil is but a dark imprint upon society, but sometimes the war is much closer than one would like to think. It is at these dangerous times when evil things spill over into Earth's reality. Rogue demons, called jumpers, seek to claim the world for their own and their vampire slaves,
demon/human hybrids, stalk the night spilling the blood of the innocent. All that stands in their way is a hidden network of demon hunters, a select group of human warriors responsible for hunting down and destroying these vile beasts. Working with their partners, known as anchors, their arsenal is a mixture of the ancient and the futuristic. Blake, despite his rebellious nature, is one of the best hunters in the
network. His propensity to break the rules is surpassed only by his ability to drive his anchor, Father Ray, absolutely nuts. He despises his role, to which he was driven by events out of his control. He considers it his purgatory. He's a hunter with an attitude. Father Ray is a Catholic priest catering to the dwindling masses in a cancerous ward of the city, sometimes clinging to his faith by a thread. He is Blake's
anchor, providing logistical and technical support during missions on Earth and beyond. It is Father Ray who first comes into contact with Sarah, a girl endowed with some very unique talents. Sarah has been having prophetic visions since she was a young girl. She also possesses the supernatural ability to sense and generate jump portals - rifts in the fabric of reality used by the hunters to travel to other worlds
and dimensions in search of their prey. It is a power over which she has little control. Considering her gifts to be a curse, they have recently begun to point toward a frightening event - the end of the world.
Annique Talbot lives in Queen City in the year 2072 during a time of war between humans and demons, a war humanity is losing badly. In this time Razor is a force for evil and the bride of Lucifer's agent on earth Anvil. Taking the name Poizon she is a powerful psionic she is able to form a bubble of energy around her as barrier physical objects cannot pass but the more pressure placed on it the more effort it
takes to sustain. She also has a strong psychic ability and is able to communicate over time and space with desired targets. Important to the Razor story it was Poizon that tended to the fallen Razor after her battle with Stryke. She followed Razor into Limbo and tried to persuaded her to come back to earth to finish her work instead of finding the peace and rest she so longed for. Razor chose peace only to be
dragged back to earth by other undead forces.
Demon Hunter Collection
The Demon Hunter of Chottanikkara
Ki-Chan: Demon Hunter: Black and White
Redemption
Markus Outcast Demon Hunter
Demons and the Making of the Monk
It doesn’t take long in the demon hunting business to realise that not everything is as it seems. When a madman is found wandering the woods in Spessart, John Sinclair finds himself at a fairy-tale castle promising its patrons a night they’ll never forget. Little does he know, something far more sinister lurks behind closed doors. An unholy plan to unleash the horrors of a long-lost continent leads Sinclair to team up with his partner Suko, but time is of the essence. Can the infamous Demon
Hunter take on the unstoppable force that is the Black Death, or will he lose his head along the way?
Ruth’s sister is dead, and her suspicions are aimed squarely at the powerful, magnificent, brooding Duke of Lyndhurst, ward of Rhea’s orphaned children. Ruth’s goal? Secure a job as the children’s governess. At the very least, she means to ensure her sister’s twins are raised properly. A task she suspects is beyond the duke, who wanders away at night, comes to dinner disheveled, and stirs desires she’s never felt before. Marcus isn’t just the Duke of Lyndhurst. He is Mars, god of war, and his
nightly dinners with Ruth are his only respite from his desperate struggle with the Titans. Little does the drably dressed, socially inept woman realize, she is a constant temptation to him—and he’s losing the battle to resist. But if he allows her to break the chains around his heart, their love will make her a target in a fight to the death. Each book in the Even Gods Fall in Love series are STANDALONE. - Lightning Unbound - Mad For Love - Arrows of Desire - Forged By Love - War Chest Her Quicksilver Lover
The Demon Hunters, #1 When demons threaten London, Lady Belinda answers the call. Lord Gabriel Thurston returns home from war to find his fiancée is not the sweet young girl he left behind. She's grown into a mysterious woman who guards her dark secrets well. When he sees her sneaking away from a ball, he's convinced it's for a lover's rendezvous. Following her to London's slums, Gabriel watches in horror as his fiancée ruthlessly slay a man. Lady Belinda Carlisle's only concern
was her dress for the next ball—until demons nearly killed her and changed everything. A lady by day, and a demon hunter by night, she knows where her duty lies. Ending her betrothal is the best way to protect Gabriel from death by a demon's hand. Gabriel soon realizes, like him, Belinda has been fighting for her country. He joins in the fight, determined to show her that their love can endure, stronger than ever. 86,825 Words
From award-winning author S. Usher Evans comes a brilliant urban fantasy series about a demon hunter struggling to reclaim the man he once was and the demon who might just save him. Fans of Jim Butcher and Kim Harrison will enjoy this unique take on overcoming demons - both real and imagined. Demons are real - and walk amongst us every day. At the International Coalition for Demon Management, agent Jack Grenard knows this better than most. The scion of a demon hunting
family, his career was on an upward trajectory until demons brutally murdered his wife. Three years later, he's restarting his life in Atlanta with his partner Cam, dealing with low-level demonic lords and keeping the peace. But looming in the distance is Demon Spring, the breaking of the barrier between our world and the demonic one that occurs every four years. No one knows when or where it will occur exactly, but the unlucky city will be ravaged for a fortnight by monsters and
mayhem. Jack has it on good authority that the schism will occur far from Atlanta - that is, until he comes across a human-saving demon who seems to be keeping a secret. She's enigmatic and dangerous, but Jack is inexplicably drawn to her. But as the days tick closer to Demon Spring, Jack wonders if she's simply a distraction or something much more deadly. Get swept away in an intricate world of monsters and mayhem that RT Reviews calls, "a brilliant start to a promising urban fantasy
series." Content warnings for adult situations, violence, domestic abuse, and depression/suicide. The Demon Spring Series Demon Spring Trilogy Resurgence Revival Redemption Demon Fall Trilogy Reawakening Resurrection Reclamation Praise for the Demon Spring Series ★★★★★ "As good or better than most of the urban fantasy you'll find on [the bestseller lists]" - Robyn Bennis, author of The Guns Above ★★★★★ "Perfect blend between urban fantasy and real life struggles." - Chelsea
Coats, Goodreads Reviewer ★★★★★ "The personal and professional drama of the main character drew one in and set the reader up for fascinating read with an explosive ending." - Kristin W., Goodreads Reviewer ★★★★★ "It is very easy to get sucked into the Demon Spring world and I can’t wait to crack open the second in the series." - Katrina M., Goodreads Reviewer Topics: Urban Fantasy, Paranormal, Norse Mythology, Vikings, Wizards, Witches, Shifters, Vampires, Thor, Loki,
Freya, Gods, goddesses, Fantasy, Adult Fantasy, tough woman, Viking folklore, folklore, myth, mythology, fantasy paranormal, fantasy books, fantasy books, myths & legends, magic, free magic book, divine, supernatural, legacy, dark fantasy, dark, evil spirits, supernatural suspense, demon slayer, demon hunter, government demon hunter, government demon slayer, UF, UF with demons, UF with monsters, agent demon hunter, urban fantasy boxed set, urban fantasy anthology,
paranormal boxed set, paranormal box set, urban fantasy box set
Meat, Vegetarianism, and the Limits of Buddhism in Tibet
Book One of the Demon War Saga
Illidan: World of Warcraft
Waging War in an Age of Doubt
The Demons Among Us
Blood War: Rage

In an ongoing war between humans and animals, Malik a human hunter is forced into an uneasy relationship with his worst enemy, who has possessed his body and transformed him into an abomination. The two opponents must learn to work together in order to free themselves from this unholy union,
and help their new found friends. This seems almost impossible as they discover their true enemies are powerful demons hidden within the very governments they once served.
Helena "must" have fallen into disfavor with Mother Superior. Her latest assignment to pose as a stripper and infiltrate the notorious underworld lair Gothic City Lights was outrageous! She--an angel of charity--was required to display her pure, perfect flesh to bait and eliminate a demon
lord. Demon-hunter Antonio Bendicini was bred for war. Sent to Portland to reduce the rampant population of demons there, he is quickly mired in an ancient war between angel and demon. Both after the same mark, their paths collide. Helena could never have prepared herself for Antonio. Huge,
hideously scarred from years of battle, and ugly, he was a true warrior, just like she, and he ignited something she'd never felt before: lust. In "Beauty and the Beast" fashion, their desires entwine with molten ferocity and she falls to her want. Helena realizes she cannot complete her
mission, because her heart belongs to the human. Determined to devise a new plan where she need not display her naked flesh for any man save Antonio, Helena is captured by the demon lord. Antonio must swallow his pride, stay his wrath, and join forces with the angels to rescue her before she
is killed--or "worse"--defiled.
Illidan Stormrage is one of the most powerful beings ever to walk the lands of Azeroth. He is also one of the least understood. Behind his legend, beneath his enigmatic mission, lies a brilliant mind whose machinations are comprehended by few - and trusted by even fewer. Illidan’s righteous
reign of justice and vengeance has begun, taking the stunning adventure, intrigue, and heroism of World of Warcraft to a new level.
The newly expanded and revised edition of The Hollywood War Machine includes wide-ranging exploration of numerous popular military-themed films that have appeared in the close to a decade since the first edition was published. Within the Hollywood movie community, there has not been even the
slightest decline in well-financed pictures focusing on warfare and closely-related motifs. The second edition includes a new chapter on recent popular films and another that analyzes the relationship between these movies and the bourgeoning gun culture in the United States, marked in recent
years by a dramatic increase in episodes of mass killings.
A Supernatural Thriller
The Hollywood War Machine
The Misadventures of a Fallen Holy Knight
21 Days
To Heaven and Back

Markus Outcast Demon Hunter is an unforgettable new novel set in the year 2023. Spiritual leaders all over the world are being ravaged by demons intent on empowering the prince of darkness to rise up from the depths of hell to rule over the earth. A loner, Markus Outcast, is chosen to destroy these dark entities before Satan becomes the ruler of mankind.
Books 4-6 of Hunter Wars, Part One of The Hunter Wars series This omnibus edition of the Hunter Wars contains books four, five and six: Gift from God, Right to Rule and Call to War. Gears, Pax and TL are brothers and soldiers in the US Army when the world comes to an abrupt halt. Thrust into the apocalypse, they decide mankind deserves another chance. Their
ruling puts them at the centre of an epic battle between good and evil, and they uncover the hidden truth behind the Devil in the land of the undead. Along the way, they meet a woman they name Ip and their true role is revealed. Gift from God Desperate to find safe land where they can grow food, they take the drastic step of seeking safer shores. The Devil takes
Pax to a place he never knew existed and Ip learns who she really is. Captain Ted makes a mistake that Gears must undo or they'll lose everything they've gained. Right to Rule Fed up with the Devil s play, Gears is determined to enforce his right to rule. The Devil disagrees and does something they didn't expect, setting them back again. Captain Ted is forced to
make a terrible choice and they stand to lose more than they gain. The land is dying and hunger grips their world. Call to War Gears witnesses the impossible and they learn there's more that the Devil can do. Faced with disaster, he calls the game to an end and prepares for a final battle. Mankind must make their true intent known or all will be lost for a thousand
years. Hunter Wars, Part One of The Hunter Wars series is available in six complete novels. Eden Lost, Part Two of The Hunter Wars series has been completed. The series is an exciting, fast-paced and unique take on the end of the world, and the way the universe really works. Packed with great characters, humor and wild situations, it's a ride that you won't want to
end. Also by SD Tanner Books in Navigator Navigator Boxset (Books 1-4) Books in Bombardier Bombardier Trilogy Books in WarriorSR WarriorSR Trilogy Books in Dead Force Dead Force Trilogy The Hunter Wars series Books in Hunter Wars Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 1-3) Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 4-6) Books in Eden Lost Trilogy Eden Lost Trilogy Standalone
Books Time to Die Twisted Daze Website: http://www.sdtanner.com Twitter: @SDTanner1 Facebook: www.facebook.com/sdtanner9
Sinclair - the original werewolf has been bringing great terror to countless people since the days of the samurai - cursed by a demon many years ago for reasons unknown to most. This is a tale about a half-asian half-british guy named Hiru who experiences his mother change into a werewolf right in front of him. His life, changed permanently, presents new avenues
when he travels to his mother's homeland; Japan, in search of answers to his mother's curse. But, why does Hiru feel too much hair on his chest too? This is a tale for those who like action, werewolves, shape changers, demons and unique twists on the culture of Japan.
"With all the fantasy elements you could ever ask for, a rich world, an intense plot and complex villains, this is a must read for any adult fantasy fan." - Crazy4Books Legends of Marithia is an adult, hard-hitting, epic fantasy series. It is best described as Game of Thrones meets Eragon meets Underworld. This collection of the first three books is over 250,000 words,
and is jam-packed with epic action, twists and turns, and a glorious ending for the War of Prophecies. Are you ready for a journey to Marithia? BOOK DETAILS: Legends of Marithia: Book 1 - Prophecies Awakening (Uncut and Extended 2014 Edition) "When her sorceress mother and vampire king father are brutally murdered, Kassina makes a pact with Shindar, the
Demon of Darkness. In exchange for her soul, Kassina obtains power to become the most feared sorceress in all the lands, and vows to exact her revenge on the people for the deaths of her parents. Granted eternal life, Kassina and her evil are never far away. For many years, the humans and elves of the mystical world of Marithia have lived in an age of peace. But
that peace is shattered when King Arman is slain by his own son, a pawn of the vampire sorceress Kassina. Arman's murder sparks the most brutal and bloody war ever seen between the Forces of Darkness and the peaceful Marithians. In the midst of the conflict, Vartan, a young knight wrongfully outcast from King Arman's court, reluctantly discovers he is the
subject of a prophecy involving the fabled weapon, Talonsphere. In alliance with the legendary dragons, he finds himself with the opportunity to rid the world of Kassina and her dark armies forever, and finally return Marithia to an era of peace." Legends of Marithia: Book 2 - Darkness Rising In the aftermath of the Battle of the Elven Woods, the two legends of
Marithian prophecy are both dangerously close to the dark grip of death as Marithia suffers under the powers of the Blood Red Moon. Vartan, prophesised to save Marithia, lays spellbound under the protection of the mythical dragons. The vampire sorceress Kassina, prophesised to bring about their Armageddon has been moved to the underworld by the demon
lord himself, Shindar. A seed of the gods has grown and their greatest gift to Marithians, Anakari, makes her fated journey to discover her purpose. A former shining jewel of Marithian peace, castle Greenhaven, remains in ruins after its defeat under Kassina's forces and the elves rebuild their war torn city of Veldrenn. Talonsphere must be found before Marithia
merges with the Underworld and Shindar brings about the world's end. Legends of Marithia: Book 3 - Talonsphere "The glowing stronghold of Marithian resistance, Greenhaven, has been recaptured from the Forces of Darkness in a victory overshadowed by a dark secret's revalation. Vampire-sorceress Kassina is hell-bent on seeing out the Blood Red Moon prophecy
and enact a grim conclusion to the world as they know it. As the realm of the underworld merges with Marithia, the Lord of Darkness, Shindar, is ever closer to marching into Marithia with his army. Prince Vartan must walk his fated path and seek out Talonsphere, the ultimate weapon that will save them all that resides in the elusive location, Daessar. He is aided by
the legendary dragons, a woman from the stars, a demon hunter, and a trusted knight. Everything they fought for has led to this moment, and the gods watch from the stars above as the prophecies collide. Who will be left standing?" Save money and buy the whole series!
She loved her country. She hated zombies.
Food of Sinful Demons
A Biblical, Theological, Historical, and Practical Approach to Spiritual Warfare for Today
A Novel
The Infernal Curse
Ki-Chan: Demon Hunter
Mike Travis is still trying to come to terms with his new status as a demon hunter. He's been to hell and back and the demons have declared war on him and all those he cares for. Now it's a case of get them before they get him. As he tries to understand how to battle the demons and win, he gets a call from an old friend and ally: Josh Hammond - the archaeologist who found
the Ark of the Covenant and brought Mike into its purpose and destiny in "The Sacred Ark." Josh calls him to inform him that during an archaeological dig in Megiddo, the accepted biblical site of the ultimate battle between good and evil, something is rising - something dark, something evil. The Demon Ark is rising, and with it the means to open every portal to hell on the
earth. His own life is in turmoil but perhaps combatting this evil will bring a solution to his own personal crisis. Expect to meet old friends and make new ones in this instalment of "The Mike Travis Demon Hunter" series.
Books 1-3 of Hunter Wars, Part One of The Hunter Wars series This omnibus edition of the Hunter Wars contains the first three books: Eve of the Hunter Wars, Heaven Meets Hell and Army of Angels. Gears, Pax and TL are brothers and soldiers in the US Army when the world comes to an abrupt halt. Thrust into the apocalypse, they decide mankind deserves another chance.
Their ruling puts them at the centre of an epic battle between good and evil, and they uncover the hidden truth behind the Devil in the land of the undead. Along the way, they meet a woman they name Ip and their true role is revealed. Eve of the Hunter Wars Forming the first of their bases, they call survivors to their side and unwittingly make enemies of the undead and the
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living. Determined to succeed, they take drastic steps to secure safe havens for those left alive. Heaven Meets Hell New friends are found, but the face of evil makes its presence known in the safety of their bases. Pax makes a mistake and Ip pays the price, but Gears refuses to let his new enemy rule the day. Army of Angels Determined to fight fire with fire, Gears offers the
survivors the choice of infection. Mackenzie does the unthinkable, creating a remarkable outcome that makes Gears question everything he knows about life. Hunter Wars, Part One of The Hunter Wars series is available in six complete novels. Eden Lost, Part Two of The Hunter Wars series has been completed and published. The series is an exciting, fast-paced and unique
take on the end of the world, and the way the universe really works. Packed with great characters, humor and wild situations, it's a ride that you won't want to end. Also by SD Tanner Books in Navigator Navigator Boxset (Books 1-4) Books in Bombardier Bombardier Trilogy Books in WarriorSR WarriorSR Trilogy Books in Dead Force Dead Force Trilogy The Hunter Wars
series Books in Hunter Wars Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 1-3) Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 4-6) Books in Eden Lost Trilogy Eden Lost Trilogy Standalone Books Time to Die Twisted Daze Website: http://www.sdtanner.com Twitter: @SDTanner1 Facebook: www.facebook.com/sdtanner9
When he came home... so did they! Driven by vengeance, Michael Alexander enlisted in the Army the day after 9/11. Five years later, disillusioned and broken by the horrors he witnessed in Afghanistan, Michael returns home to Georgia seeking to begin a new life. But he didn't come alone. Something evil followed him, and it's leaving a path of destruction in its wake. The
police are powerless. The Army has written Michael off. Left to face down a malevolent creature first encountered in the mountains of Afghanistan, he'll rely on his training, a homeless prophet, and estranged family members from a love lost... But none of them expected the dragon. Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden collides with Larry Correia's Monster Hunter International in
this supernatural thriller that goes straight to Hell!
In retrospect, Demon Kind hates everything Good and everything in general. It is part of their nature, however, this story is about a half-demon born into the Demonic Way of Life...one who hates this specific living for reasons he does not know why he holds. Kenji-Ken is his name, and this is his tale of his road to Redemption...
Duty Bound: Southern Civil War Fiction
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